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Abstract
State-of-the-art computer codes for simulating real physical systems are
often characterized by vast number of input parameters. Performing uncer-
tainty quantification (UQ) tasks with Monte Carlo (MC) methods is almost
always infeasible because of the need to perform hundreds of thousands or
even millions of forward model evaluations in order to obtain convergent
statistics. One, thus, tries to construct a cheap-to-evaluate surrogate model
to replace the forward model solver. For systems with large numbers of
input parameters, one has to deal with the curse of dimensionality - the
exponential increase in the volume of the input space, as the number of
parameters increases linearly. Suitable dimensionality reduction techniques
are used to address the curse of dimensionality. A popular class of di-
mensionality reduction methods are those that attempt to recover a low
dimensional representation of the high dimensional feature space. However,
such methods often tend to overestimate the intrinsic dimensionality of the
input feature space. In this work, we demonstrate the use of deep neural
networks (DNN) to construct surrogate models for numerical simulators.
We parameterize the structure of the DNN in a manner that lends the
DNN surrogate the interpretation of recovering a low dimensional nonlinear
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manifold. The model response is a parameterized nonlinear function of the
low dimensional projections of the input. We think of this low dimensional
manifold as a nonlinear generalization of the notion of the active subspace.
Our approach is demonstrated with a problem on uncertainty propagation
in a stochastic elliptic partial differential equation (SPDE) with uncertain
diffusion coefficient. We deviate from traditional formulations of the SPDE
problem by not imposing a specific covariance structure on the random dif-
fusion coefficient. Instead we attempt to solve a more challenging problem
of learning a map between an arbitrary snapshot of the diffusion field and
the response.
Keywords: Deep Neural Networks, dimensionality reduction, stochastic
elliptic PDE, Uncertainty quantification.
1. Introduction
With the tremendous increase in the availability of computational re-
sources, computer codes which simulate physical systems have become highly
sophisticated. Today, state-of-the-art numerical simulators are parameter-
ized by a very large number of quantities which are used to describe material
properties, initial conditions, boundary conditions, constitutive laws, etc. It
is often the case, that many of the inputs to a numerical simulator are not
known exactly. This raises the question - how defensible are the predictions
from such numerical simulators? How do we objectively assess the effects of
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the uncertainties in model inputs on the quality of the model predictions?
Answering such questions are at the core of the field of uncertainty quan-
tification (UQ) [1, 2]. Specifically, the task of rigorously quantifying the
effect of input parameter uncertainty on the model outputs is known as the
forward UQ or uncertainty propagation (UP) problem.
The simplest method for tackling the UP problem is the Monte Carlo
(MC) method [3, 4, 5]. The basic idea of MC is that one can compute
empirical estimates of the statistics of some quantity of interest (QoI) by
sampling averages. The MC method is guaranteed to converge in the limit
of infinite samples. MC methods, and its advanced variants, are routinely
applied to UQ tasks such as UP [6], inverse problems [7, 8], model cali-
bration [9] and stochastic optimization [10]. The computational time to
convergence of MC methods is independent of the number of the stochastic
dimensions. However, the number of samples needed by MC methods, to
obtain convergent statistics is large, typically being of the order of hundreds
of thousands or millions. This makes MC methods unsuitable for UQ tasks
involving expensive computer codes.
We typically deal with expensive computer codes, by building a cheap-
to-evaluate surrogate of the response surface. To do this, a set of locations
in the uncertain parameter-space are carefully selected and the forward
model is evaluated at these locations. This produces a set of independent
observations of the model response. The total number of such simulations
to be performed is determined by one’s computational budget and desired
accuracy. Because the surrogate model can be queried very cheaply, one
can use it as a replacement of the original simulator and perform UQ tasks
using MC techniques. Popular choices for surrogate models in the literature
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include, Gaussian processes [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], polynomial chaos expansions
[16, 17, 18, 19], radial basis functions [20] and relevance vector machines
[21]. Despite their success, these methods become intractable for problems
in which the number of input stochastic dimensions is large.
In order to construct a surrogate response surface for a multivariate
function with a large number of uncertain parameters, one has to overcome
the phenomenon known as the curse of dimensionality, a term coined by the
mathematician Richard Bellman [22]. It describes the exponential increase
in the volume of a function input space even as the space dimensionality
increases linearly. The implication of the curse of dimensionality is that to
sufficiently explore a high dimensional space, one must visit an exponen-
tially large number of points in that space. As a concrete example, suppose
the task of approximating a surrogate model for a univariate function can be
done by visiting 10 locations in the input space and evaluating the forward
model at those input locations. For a bivariate function of similar length-
scale, one would need to visit roughly 10 × 10 = 100 points in the input
space to maintain a similar level of accuracy of the constructed surrogate.
Generalizing, a d-variate function requires visiting O(10d) locations in the
input space and evaluating the forward solver at those locations. Even if the
forward model is inexpensive to evaluate, attempting to naively construct
surrogate response surfaces for high dimensional functions is a futile task.
Suitable dimensionality reduction (also known as model order reduction)
techniques have to be employed in order to deal with the curse of dimen-
sionality. The simplest way of doing so is to rank the input dimensions
in order of their “importance”, and rejecting those input dimensions which
contribute the least to the outcome of the numerical simulation. Techniques
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that adopt this approach include sensitivity analysis [23] and automatic rel-
evance determination (ARD) [24]. These methods, while effective for prob-
lems with a small number of uncorrelated input dimensions, are not useful
for problems involving functional uncertainties, such as stochastic partial
differential equations (SPDE).
Many common dimensionality reduction techniques follow a simple idea :
project the high dimensional inputs, onto a low-dimensional subspace which
captures most of the information contained in the original input. In the UQ
community, the most common dimensionality reduction method used is the
Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion (KLE) [25, 26]. The KLE involves computing
an eigendecomposition of the covariance function associated with the uncer-
tain functional input. The eigenfunctions represent a set of orthogonal basis
functions and the decay of the eigenvalues determine the set of basis func-
tions to be retained for the purpose of constructing a low dimensional ap-
proximation of the high dimensional random field. In the machine learning
(ML) community, this is more popularly known as the principal component
analysis (PCA) [27, 28], whose goal is to produce a low-rank approximation
of the empirical centered covariance matrix of the available input data. The
result of such a computation is an orthogonal matrix, which maps a point
in the high dimensional input space to a point on a low dimensional mani-
fold, such that there is minimal reconstruction error. The obvious drawback
of PCA is the fact that one is constrained to discover only linear projec-
tions. Furthermore, PCA is an unsupervised technique, which means that
it only looks at samples of the input and does not consider information con-
tained in the model outputs. As a result, PCA tends to overestimate the
intrinsic dimensionality of the system. Thus, inspite of a reduction in the
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total number of input dimensions, the reduced representation remains very
high dimensional and thereby unsuitable for surrogate model construction.
One can alleviate the linearity constraint by using the kernel PCA (KPCA)
[29, 30], which uses the kernel trick to discover nonlinear manifolds. Never-
theless, KPCA is also an unsupervised technique that ignores model output
information.
A recent advancement in dimensionality reduction is active subspaces
(AS) [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. An active subspace is a low dimensional linear
manifold embedded in the input space which captures most of the model
output variation. It does so by recovering an orthogonal projection matrix
obtained through an eigendecomposition of an empirical covariance matrix
of the model output gradients. In the absence of model output gradients (a
scenario typical in engineering applications), one can estimate the projection
matrix by posing it as a hyperparameter in a Gaussian process regression
model and learning it from the available data through a maximum likelihood
(MLE) computation [12]. While the upshot of the AS method is that one
utilizes the information contained in the model outputs along with the model
inputs, one is still constrained to discover only linear manifolds of the data.
In this work, we propose a systematic approach for constructing surro-
gate models using deep neural networks (DNNs) [37, 38, 39, 40]. Neural
networks (NNs) (or artificial neural networks (ANNs)) are a class of func-
tion approximators that have shot to prominence in recent years because
of breakthrough successes achieved in numerous artificial intelligence (AI)
tasks such as image classification [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] and autonomous driv-
ing [46, 47]. The idea of DNNs is not new. The reason for their increased
usage and popularity in recent times is due to: 1. Advancements in com-
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puter hardware leading to widespread availability of graphics processing
units (GPUs) for accelerated computation; 2. Advances in stochastic opti-
mization including techniques such as Adam [48], RMSprop [49], AdaGrad
[50], AdaDelta [51] etc.; 3. Regularization techniques such as dropout [52];
and, 4. Development of easy-to-use software libraries, such as Tensorflow
[53], PyTorch [54] and Theano [55].
The basic idea of DNNs is that one can represent multivariate functions
through a hierarchy of features of increasing complexity. The most typical
example of a DNN is a feedforward multilayer perceptron (MLP). A highly
attractive property of MLPs is that, under mild assumptions on the under-
lying function being approximated, they are universal approximators [56].
This means that any continuous function, regardless of its complexity, can
be approximated with a neural network of just one layer with a sufficient
number of hidden units. DNNs tackle the curse of dimensionality through
a series of nonlinear projections of the input into exploitable latent spaces.
In fact, PCA can be thought of as a special case of a DNN with no hid-
den layers such that the latent space is recovered through an orthogonal
projection of the input.
The powerful nonlinear function approximation capabilities coupled with
the scalability of DNNs to high dimensions offers a very promising direc-
tion of research for the UQ community, with the potential to significantly
improve upon state-of-the-art capabilities. [57] use a 3 layer convolutional
DNN to learn a map between input coefficients of SPDEs to a functional of
the PDE solution. [58] use a Bayesian fully convolutional encoder-decoder
network to solve an image-to-image regression task mapping the random in-
put coefficient field of an elliptic SPDE to the corresponding solution. These
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papers offer encouraging results for challenging problems in UQ. However,
they are only applicable to tasks where input parameters and output quan-
tities can be treated as images and they require a lot of cross validation to
learn an optimal network structure. Specifically in the context of SPDEs,
we are interested in learning a surrogate that can make predictions at spatial
locations other than those included in the discretization of the underlying
deterministic numerical solver.
The task of selecting the architecture of the network and values for hy-
perparameters such as regularization constants is a persistant problem in the
application of DNNs. Under constraints of limited data, this task assumes
added importance. In this work, we present a methodology based on MLPs
where we parameterize our network in a way that lends it the interpretation
of discovering a low dimensional nonlinear manifold that captures maximal
variation of the model outputs. We think of this procedure as discovering a
nonlinear active subspace. The projection function, which connects the high
dimensional input, to the low dimensional manifold, is linked to the scalar
model output through a linear transformation. We utilize a combination
of Bayesian global optimization (BGO) [59] and grid search to select the
best setting of the network hyperparameters and determine the appropriate
structure.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we discuss the general
setup of the problem we are dealing with. Sec. 2.1 provides a mathematical
description of the UP problem. In Sec. 2.2, we discuss the task of surrogate
modeling. In Sec. 2.3 through Sec. 2.6, we discuss the process of construct-
ing a DNN surrogate model, including the parameterization of the network
architecture and the optimization of the network parameters. We conclude
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Sec. 2 with a description of the procedure we use to select network hyper-
parameters. In Sec. 3, we demonstrate our methodology on a SPDE with
uncertain diffusion coefficient. A novelty of our work is that we do not make
any assumption on the regularity and lengthscales of the uncertain diffu-
sion. Specifically, we construct a surrogate of the SPDE solver which can
accurately predict the response when tested with input random fields that
may not be structurally similar (in terms of smoothness and lengthscales)
to samples of the input in the training dataset. This deviates from the
standard formulation of this problem in the UQ literature, where a specific
covariance structure is imposed on the uncertain parameter. As a result,
our problem is not amenable to the application of preliminary dimensional-
ity reduction using the KLE, thereby making it far more challenging than
the traditional formulation of the problem. We wrap up this article with
concluding remarks in Sec. 4.
2. Methodology
Suppose we have a computer code simulating a physical phenomena.
Mathematically, we represent this simulator as a function f : X → Y . f
accepts a vector of inputs ξ ∈ X ⊆ RD where ξ could specify material
properties, external loads, boundary conditions, initial conditions, etc. The
output of the computer code is some scalar quantity of interest y = f(ξ) ∈
Y ⊆ R. Typically, f depends on the solution of some PDE which depends on
ξ. Furthermore, f is unknown in closed form and information about it can
only be obtained by querying the simulator at feasible values of ξ. We allow
for the possibility that the output observation, y, may be a noisy estimate
of the true solution f(ξ), i.e., y = f(ξ) + , where  is Gaussian noise.
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Finally, the dimensionality, D, of the input vector ξ is large, potentially of
the order of hundreds or thousands. Given a finite number of evaluations of
the simulator, the task of constructing a surrogate function, fˆ , for the true
response surface f becomes computationally infeasible without resorting to
dimensionality reduction.
2.1. Uncertainty propagation
Suppose the inputs ξ to the function f are not known exactly (a common
scenario in numerous engineering tasks). We formalize our beliefs about ξ
using a suitable probability distribution:
ξ ∼ p(ξ). (1)
Given our beliefs about ξ, we wish to characterize the statistical prop-
erties of the output f(ξ) such as the mean:
µf =
∫
f(ξ)p(ξ)dξ, (2)
the variance,
σ2f =
∫ (
f(ξ)− µf
)
p(ξ)dξ, (3)
and the probability density,
pf (y) =
∫
δ
(
y − f(ξ))p(ξ)dξ. (4)
This is formally known as the uncertainty propagation problem (UP).
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2.2. Surrogate model structure
Since the function f is not known in closed form we resort to numerical
approximations of the integrals in Eq. (2), (3) and (4). The easiest way
to do so, would be to use the MC method. Unfortunately, as discussed
earlier in Sec.(1), the MC method is computationally infeasible because of
slow convergence in the number of forward model evaluations. Furthermore,
information about f can only be obtained by querying the computer code
at carefully selected design points. Say, we have N design points, which we
collectively denote as X:
X = (ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξN). (5)
X is an N × D matrix, with each row representing a single sample from
p(ξ). We evaluate the computer code for each of these N samples and
obtain a potentially noisy estimate yi = f(ξi) +  of the model output,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}. We collectively represent all samples of the model
output as,
y = (y1, y2, · · · , yN). (6)
y is an vector in RN , with each element of the vector representing a sample
of the output. We denote the inputs and the outputs taken together as D =
(X,y). Thus, the task of building a surrogate model can be summarized as
follows - given data D collected by querying the computer code at a finite
number of input locations, we wish to build an approximation fˆ of the true
model f . We propose a form of the surrogate model fˆ , which projects the
input data onto a nonlinear low dimensional manifold, i.e., fˆ : X → R, such
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that,
fˆ(ξ) = g(ζ) = g(h(ξ)), (7)
where, ζ ∈ Z ⊆ Rd is the projected input corresponding to the true input
x. We call the function h : X → Z, the projection function and the
function g : Z → Y , the link function. The link function is a generic
nonlinear function of the projected inputs, ζ. One immediately recognizes
this structure as a generalization of the active subspace surrogate in [31, 12]
which expresses fˆ as:
fˆ = g(WTξ). (8)
The proposed structure in Eq. 7 is capable of capturing directions which
explain most of the variation in the model output. Alternatively, one also
recognizes the above construction of the projection function as being the
encoder section of neural network autoencoders1 [38]. The complete struc-
ture is posed as a Deep Neural Network (DNN) which we describe in the
following section.
2.3. Structure of a feedforward Deep neural network
Neural networks (NN) are a powerful class of data-driven function ap-
proximation algorithms which represent information through a hierarchy of
features. Each step in the hierarchy, beginning with the input, and ending
with the final output, is known as a layer. Intermediate layers are known
as hidden layers. By manipulating the number of hidden layers and the size
of each hidden layer, one can learn functions of arbitrary complexity. The
sizes of the input layer and output layer are fixed and determined by the
1An autoencoder is a kind of DNN used to recover a low dimensional embedding of a
high dimensional space.
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dimensionality of the input and output. Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic of a
NN with 2 hidden layers. Each circle in the schematic of the NN represents
the fundamental unit of computation in a NN, known as the neuron. A
neuron accepts one or more inputs and produces an output by performing
a linear transformation followed by an element-wise nonlinear transforma-
tion. A schematic of a single neuron and the computations taking place
within it are shown in Fig. 1(b). We discuss the symbols in full detail in
the proceeding paragraphs.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: 1(a)-Schematic of a neural network (NN). 1(b) - Schematic of a single neuron.
A DNN is simply a NN with a large number of hidden layers. The output
of a layer is known as the activation. The activation from one layer of a
DNN is used as the input to the next layer. The activation produced by
the jth hidden layer of the DNN is given by:
z(j) = σ(W(j)z(j−1) + b(j)), ∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L}, (9)
where W(j) ∈ Rdj×dj−1 , b(j) ∈ Rdj and dj is the number of neurons in the
jth hidden layer. Note that z0 is the input ξ and d0 = D. σ is a nonlinear
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function applied element-wise on its arguments. Popular choices for σ in-
clude the logistic function, the hyperbolic tangent function or the rectified
linear unit (or ReLU) function [38]. The ReLU function has been utilized
extensively in recent times, and has been shown to eliminate the need for
an unsupervised pretraining phase while training deep architectures [60].
Figure 2: Swish activation with γ = 1.
However, a recent result de-
scribed in [61] demonstrates
the superior performance of
the Swish activation func-
tion defined as follows:
σ(z) =
z
1 + exp(−γz) ,
(10)
such that γ is either a con-
stant or a hyperparameter
to be learned from data. In this work, we use the Swish activation function
with γ = 1.
The quantities W(j) and b(j), ∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L + 1}, are known as the
weights and biases of the network, respectively. Collectively, they are known
as the parameters of the network, θ = {W(j),b(j)}L+1j=1 ∈ Θ. The weights
and biases together, fully describe the structure of the network, known as
the network architecture.
2.4. Training a deep neural network
As discussed in the previous section, fˆ is a parameterized function with
parameters θ. Estimating θ reduces to the problem of minimizing a loss
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function L(θ; f), which captures the mismatch between f and fˆ . For regres-
sion tasks L is typically chosen to be the mean squared error. In practice,
we do not have access to the function f ; only a limited set of observations,
D. Suppose D is a dataset of N examples, with the ith example denoted
as Di = (xi, yi). The training problem is cast as minimizing the mismatch
between a prediction fˆ(xi) and the correct output, yi.
θ∗ = arg min
θ
1
N
N∑
i=1
L(θ; yi). (11)
In practice, the averaging in Eq. 11 is performed over a small randomly
sampled subset (or mini-batch) DM ⊂ D, at each iteration of the optimiza-
tion procedure.
2.5. Regularized loss function
Recall that the output of the computer code at a given input location x is
a potentially noisy estimate of f(x). Under the Gaussian noise assumption,
the likelihood model is given by:
p(y|ξ,θ) = N (y|fˆ(ξ;θ), σ2). (12)
The unknown variance, σ2, captures the discrepancy due to all sources of
error including discretization errors, model discrepancy, noise, etc. It is easy
to see that maximizing the logarithm of the conditional likelihood p(y|ξ,θ)
is equivalent to minimizing the mean squared error of the examples in the
training dataset. Since DNNs are prone to overfitting [52], one resorts to
penalizing the misfit function with an appropriate penalty term known as a
regularizer. This ensures that the DNN generalizes better to unseen data.
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Popular choices for regularization include the scaled L1 norm or L2 norm
of the weights [38]. The L1 norm penalty is known to promote sparsity in
the estimator θ∗. On the other hand, the L2 norm penalty drives the values
of the weights close to 0. The elastic net regularizer introduced in [62] is a
mixture between the L1 and L2 regularizers and is known to combine the
advantages of L1 and L2 penalties (See [62]). While typically the L1 and
L2 parts in the elastic net are assigned different scaling factors, we share
the scaling parameter λ (called the regularization constant). This choice
is motivated by a need to reduce the complexity of the model selection
task. Over a set DM consisting of M data samples the full loss function is
expressed as,
L(θ;λ,DM) = 1
M
M∑
i=1
‖yi − fˆ(ξi,θ)‖2 + λ
L+1∑
i=1
(
‖W(i)‖22 + ‖W(i)‖1
)
. (13)
From the point of view of constrained optimization, normed weight penalties
limit model complexity by shrinking the feasible region of parameters, θ, to
their corresponding norm balls. There is also a Bayesian justification for the
use of normed penalties on the weights. θ∗ obtained by the minimization
of the regularized loss function corresponds to the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate of θ, with the prior given by the chosen penalty. The
L1 and L2 penalties correspond to a Laplace and Gaussian priors on the
weights while the elastic net represents a compromise between the two. In
unnormalized form, the elastic net regularizer with equi-scaling of the L1
and L2 parts, correspond to the following prior on the weights:
p(W) ∝ exp(λ‖W‖22 + λ‖W‖1). (14)
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2.6. Gradient computation and optimization
A DNN fˆ(ξ;θ) is a highly complicated function of the network param-
eters θ because of the fact that it involves multiple layers of compositions
of simpler functions. To perform gradient descent optimization one needs
access to the gradients of the objective function. For training DNNs, this
is achieved by utilizing the celebrated backpropagation algorithm [63]. In
essence, the backpropagation algorithm is a recursive application of the
standard chain rule. Unlike numerical differentiation schemes such as finite
differences, backpropagation is exact.
Training a DNN reduces to a stochastic optimization problem with the
objective function being the loss function described in Eq. (13). The most
common way of solving this problem is via the stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) [64] algorithm. As the name suggests, SGD is the stochastic ana-
logue of deterministic gradient descent. The SGD algorithm produces a
converging sequence of updates of the optimization variables, by making
appropriately sized steps in the direction of the negative gradient of the
objective function. The key idea of the SGD method, is that it approxi-
mates the negative gradient of the objective function by averaging a finite
set of objective function gradient samples. This is done by independently
sampling a small subset of examples, DM , from the full training dataset, D.
The update scheme of the SGD method is:
θk+1 ← θk + αk∇θL(θ;λ,DM). (15)
Note that the sampling of DM is performed at every iteration of SGD.
While the SGD algorithm is simple to implement, it is not guaranteed to
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perform well for complex high dimensional objective functions (as is typical
for Eq. 11). While there are multiple variants of the SGD method that
have demonstrated improvements over vanilla SGD, in this work, we solve
Eq. (11) with the Adaptive Moments (ADAM) optimization algorithm [48].
The ADAM update scheme is as follows:
Mk ← β1Mk−1 + (1− β1)Gk, (16)
Vk ← β2Vk−1 + (1− β2)G2k, (17)
M̂k ← Mk
1− βk1
, (18)
V̂k ← Vk
1− βk2
, (19)
θk+1 ← θk + αk M̂k√
V̂k + η
, (20)
where, Gk = ∇θL(θ;λ,DM) is the estimate of the objective function gradi-
ent at iteration k and Mk and Vk are exponential moving average estimates
of gradients and squared gradients respectively. M0 and V0 are set to 0 and
the bias introduced by this initialization is corrected by computing M̂k and
V̂k. η is a suitably small number introduced to prevent 0 denominator. β1
and β2 are averaging parameters which can be tuned. In practice, default
values of β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, as suggested by [48] work well and we do
not fiddle with these quantities.
2.7. Selecting network structure
Although various authors in the literature offer rules of thumb for se-
lecting the number and size of DNN layers (such as those suggested in [65]),
rigorous rules for the selection of these quantities do not exist. One typ-
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ically resorts to extensive experimentation to arrive at a suitable network
configuration. In the most naive case, the number and size of the hidden
layers are hyperparameters selected using cross-validation. In this work, we
are interested in learning a surrogate of the form described in Eq. (7). The
function h accepts an input in a vector space of dimensions D and projects
it to a vector space of dimension d, where d << D (d is to be determined
through our methodology). We parameterize this section of the DNN such
that the widths of it’s hidden layers decays exponentially. Specifically, the
number of hidden units in the kth hidden layer in this section is given by:
dk = dD exp(ρk)e, (21)
where, dae represents the ceiling (closest greater integer) of the number a.
The parameter ρ is uniquely determined.
Figure 3: Visualization of the parameterized
network structure with L = 3 and d = 1.
The link function g is formulated as a
single layer MLP. The hidden layer in g
is taken to have a width of 300d. One
could set this width to be anywhere be-
tween 100 − 500 times the size of the
encoding d. The idea is that the sub-
network representing the link function
g ought to have a sufficient number of
hidden units to capture arbitrary non-
linearities. A visual representation of
the DNN surrogate is shown in Fig. 3.
Note that no activation function is used
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at the output of the encoding subnetwork h, and the output of the link func-
tion subnetwork, g. The task of optimizing the network structure is then
reduced to a task of cross validating over two integer quantities, L and d,
a much simpler task than optimizing for the number of layers and sizes of
the individual layers separately.
2.8. Combined global optimization and grid search for model selection
The stochastic optimization task stated in Eq. (11) is characterized
by hyperparameters, weight decay λ, and the integer quantities L and h,
which fully parameterize the structure of the network. We refer to structure
parameters collectively, as, S = (L, h). Training a DNN involves, in addition
to optimizing for θ, selection of appropriate values of hyperparameters. The
naive approach to do this is to perform an intuition guided manual search.
In this work, the task of model selection reduces to selecting 3 quantities -
the discrete hyperparameters, L and d and the continuous hyperparameter,
λ. To be systematic, we adopt a combined grid search and stochastic global
optimization procedure. Specifically, we define a grid of values for L and d.
Over each grid location of the structure parameters, we perform a Bayesian
global optimization (BGO) [59, 66] for λ.
We split the dataset D into 3 parts - a training set, Dtrain, a validation
set, Dval and a test set, Dtest. We define a grid, G, of L and h values and
seek to assign a score to each location on the grid. The optimal choice of the
structure parameters, S would then be the grid location which minimizes
the validation error:
R(S;λ) = 1
Mval
Mval∑
i=1
(yval,i − fˆS(ξval,i;θ∗S(λ)))2, (22)
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where, (ξval,i, yval,i) ∈ Dval, Mval is the size of the validation set, and fˆS
is a DNN characterized by structure parameter, S. θ∗S(λ) is an estimate
of the network parameters, θ obtained by minimizing the loss function in
Eq. (13), with the regularization constant set to λ and network structure
parameter, S.
The optimal choice of regularization constant λ, corresponding to struc-
ture parameter, S, is:
λ∗S = arg min
λ
E[R(S, λ)]. (23)
Eq. (23) is a stochastic global optimization problem characterized by a
noisy objective function. BGO sequentially seeks out the global optimum of
the objective function, R, by iteratively updating a Gaussian process (GP)
surrogate response surface forR(λ;S). During each iteration of BGO, a new
pair of input-output observations is generated by maximizing an information
acquisition function (IAF). The most popular choice of IAF is the expected
improvement (EI) function. In closed form, the EI-IAF is given by:
EI(λ) =
(µ(λ)−R(λ
∗;S))Φ(Z) + σ(λ)φ(λ) if σ(λ) > 0,
0 if σ(λ) ≤ 0,
(24)
where, φ and Φ are the probability density function and the cumulative
distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Z = µ(λ)−R(λ
∗;S)
σ(λ)
where, µ(λ) is the predictive mean of the GP surrogate at λ, and σ(λ)2 =
σGP(λ)
2−σnoise(λ)2, where σGP(λ)2 is the predictive variance of the GP sur-
rogate which captures the epistemic uncertainty induced due to the limited
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set of observations and σnoise(λ)
2 is GP estimate of the observational noise
induced by random initializations of the DNN weights and random splitting
of the dataset into Dtrain, Dtest and Dval. σ(λ)2 is thus a filtered version of
the predictive variance which is robust to observational noise. The BGO
algorithm is summarized in Alg. 1. Note that the we maximize the negative
of the validation error R.
Algorithm 1 Bayesian global optimization of validation error R(λ,S)
Require: Training data, Dtrain, validation data, Dval, structure parame-
ter, S, number of initial observations, ninit, number of BGO iterations,
maxiter, bounding box for λ, B.
1: Initialize empty arrays, ΛBGO and RBGO.
2: Use Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) [67] to generate ninit samples of
λ within the bounding box B. Call it Λinit.
3: for λi ∈ Λinit do
4: Solve Eq. (13) with training data, Dtrain to obtain θS(λi).
5: Evaluate Ri = -R(λi;S).
6: Append λi and Ri to ΛBGO and RBGO respectively.
7: Fit a GP surrogate linking ΛBGO and RBGO.
8: for iter = 1 to maxiter do
9: Get next sample of λ, λninit+iter = arg max
λ
EI(λ).
10: Evaluate Rninit+iter = −R(λi;S).
11: Append λninit+iter and Rninit+iter to ΛBGO and RBGO respectively.
12: Update GP surrogate based on augmented dataset, ΛBGO andRBGO.
13: Get index = arg maxRBGO.
14: return λ∗S = ΛBGO(index). . Return λ corresponding to the highest
observed negative validation error.
Finally, the optimal structure parameter, S∗ is given by:
S∗ = arg min
S∈G
R(S, λ∗S). (25)
The full algorithm is summarized in Alg. 2. The estimation of RS for each
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individual S can be parallelized and the computational cost of the global
optimization search for λ∗S requires maxiter+ninit times the cost of a single
run of the ADAM optimizer.
Algorithm 2 Full procedure for training DNN surrogate
Require: Data, D = (X,y), grid of L and h values, G, parameters for Alg.
1, niter, maxiter and B.
1: Split D into 3 parts - Dtrain,Dtest and Dval.
2: for S ∈ G do
3: Set λ∗S = arg min
λ
E[R(S, λ)]. . Using Alg. 1.
4: Set θ∗S,λ ← θ∗S(λ∗S).
5: Set RS ← R(S, λ∗S ;θ∗S,λ).
6: Set S∗ ← arg min
S∈G
RS . . Get the structure parameter that minimizes
the observed validation error.
7: return S∗, λ∗S∗ ,θ∗S∗,λ∗S∗ . . Final DNN surrogate.
3. Numerical Example - Stochastic Elliptic Partial Differential
Equation
We consider the following benchmark elliptic PDE on the 2-d unit square
domain:
−∇(a(x)∇u(x)) = 0, ∀x ∈ [0, 1]2, (26)
with boundary conditions:
u = 0, ∀x = 1, (27)
u = 1, ∀x = 0, (28)
∂u
∂n
= 0, ∀y = 0 and y = 1, (29)
where, x = (x, y) are the physical coordinates in 2-d Euclidean space.
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Eq. (26) is a model for 2-d steady-state diffusion processes. The quantity
a(x) is a spatially varying diffusion coefficient. The physical significance of
the equation and all terms in it are derived from context. For instance,
Eq. (26) could be an idealized model for single-phase groundwater flow in
an aquifer [68], where a represents the transmissivity coefficient and the
solution variable, u is the pressure.
It is often the case that the a is unknown throughout the PDE domain.
The uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient is formalized by modeling a as
a log normal random field, i.e., i.e.,
log a(x) ∼ GP(a(x)|m(x), k(x,x′)), (30)
where, m(x) and k(x,x′) are the mean and covariance functions, respec-
tively, of the Gaussian random field which models the logarithm of the dif-
fusion coefficient a(x). The mean function models beliefs about the generic
trends of the diffusion field as a function of spatial location. For the sake
of simplicity, we set m(x) = 0 in this example. The covariance function k
models beliefs about the regularity of the diffusion field and the and the
lengthscales in which it varies. A popular choice for k is the exponential
kernel:
k(x,x′) = exp
(
−
2∑
i=1
|xi − x′i|
`i
)
, (31)
where `i represents the correlation length along the i
th spatial direction.
The correlation lengths are typically assigned a fixed value. One then pro-
ceeds to use the truncated KLE to produce a reduced representation of
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the infinite-dimensional random field. The coefficients of the KLE are i.i.d.
standard normal, and realizations of the diffusion field, a, can be generated
easily, i.e., by sampling the KLE coefficients. For each realization of a, the
corresponding solution of Eq. (26) is obtained. Any relevant quantity of
interest, q = Q[u], is computed. Finally, one learns a surrogate response
surface that maps the coefficients of the truncated KL expansion, using
suitable learning algorithms such as GP regression.
We broaden the scope of the problem by removing the restrictions on
the lengthscales, `i. The goal, in this example, is to construct a surrogate,
which can accurately predict the solution, u, of the PDE, regardless of the
lengthscales of the realization of a. Our approach, then, is to construct a
surrogate which directly maps the discretized random field, to the numerical
solution of the PDE.
3.1. Forward model
We solve the PDE using the finite volume method (FVM). The solver
is implemented in the Python library FiPy [69]. The unit square domain
is discretized into 32 × 32 finite volume cells. The input to the solver,
aˆ ∈ R32×32 is the discretized version of a sample of the random diffusion a.
The output of the solver, uˆ ∈ R32×32, is the numerical solution of the PDE
corresponding to the realization aˆ of the diffusion field.
The model inputs, ξ = (vec(aˆ),x) ∈ R1026 are spatial coordinates ap-
pended to a flattened version of the discrete random field realization and
the model outputs are the PDE solution at the FV cell centers, u(x, aˆ). Our
goal is to learn a surrogate response, fˆ : R1024 × [0, 1]2 → R, which maps
the snapshot of the diffusion field and a particular coordinate in the unit
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square to the solution of the PDE at that location.
3.2. Data Generation
Intuitively, we would like to sample more realizations, of a, that have
smaller lengthscales because one would observe the most variability in the
solution corresponding to low lengthscale diffusion fields. Thus, instead
of sampling lengthscale pairs uniformly from the unit square, we bias our
sampling procedure to pick lengthscales that are smaller. Alg. 3 describes
the procedure to select lengthscales to train the DNN surrogate. Note that
a lower bound on `i is set by constraining the lengthscale to be larger the
FV cell size, h(= 1
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).
Algorithm 3 Sampling of lengthscale pairs.
Require: Number of lengthscale pairs, n, lower bound on lengthscale, h.
1: Initialize n-dimensional empty array L.
2: Initialize counter, c = 1.
3: while c ≤ 60 do
4: Sample u = (u1, u2, u3) ∼ U([0, 1]3). . U(A) is the uniform
distribution over the set A.
5: if exp(−u1 − u2) < u3 then
6: Set `c = (`x,c, `y,c) = (h+ u1(1− h), h+ u2(1− h)). . Scale the
sampled lengthscales to the range [h, 1].
7: Set Lc ← `c.
8: Increment counter c← c+ 1.
return L.
We generate n different lengthscale pairs following the procedure in Alg.
3 to obtain a design of lengthscale pairs L.
For each lengthscale pair, (`x, `y) ∈ L, we solve the forward model N
times by generating N realizations of the diffusion coefficient. In this exam-
ple we set n = 60 and N = 100. A visual representation of L is shown in Fig.
4. The full data generation procedure is summarized in Alg. 4. Samples of
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Figure 4: Visual representation of LHS design of lengthscale pairs. Each ’x’ represents a sampled pair
of lengthscales.
the diffusion coefficient drawn from two different pairs of lengthscales are
shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
Algorithm 4 Data generation.
Require: Number of unique pairs of lengthscales, n, and number of samples
per lengthscale pair, N .
1: Use Alg. 3 to generate n pairs of lengthscales.
2: for (`x, `y) ∈ L do
3: Generate N samples of a with lengthscales `x and `y along x and y
directions respectively.
4: Run FV PDE solver to generate solutions corresponding to each
sample of a.
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Figure 5: Samples of the random field a(x) with lengthscales `x = 0.446 and `y = 0.789 along the x and
y directions.
3.3. Numerical settings
3.3.1. Dataset split
We generated our dataset, D, of n×N = 60×100 = 6000 pairs of aˆ and uˆ,
based on the procedure outlined in Alg. 4. D is randomly shuffled and split
into 3 parts - A set of 2000 training examples, Dtrain, a set of 2000 validation
examples, Dval and a set of 2000 test examples, Dtest. For the purpose of
constructing the surrogate, we work with the logarithm of both aˆ and uˆ
during training. Furthermore, uˆ in the training set is standardized along
each dimension. Necessary inversions of the transformations are performed
during test time.
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Figure 6: Samples of the random field a(x) with lengthscales lx = 0.291 and ly = 0.099 along the x and
y directions.
3.4. Model selection settings
For selection of λ∗S using Alg. 1, we set the number of initial design
points, ninit = 5. The number of BGO iterations, maxiter = 10 and the
bounding box, B = [10−10, 10−3]. The grid of structure parameters is set to
be G = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} × {1, 2, 3, 4}.
3.4.1. Network optimizer settings
We set the ADAM optimization learning rate α to be 1 × 10−3. The
optimizer is run for 45000 iterations and α is decreased by a factor of 0.1
every 15000 iterations. The batch size, M , is set to be 50. Default values
of tunable parameters of the ADAM optimizer are used, as recommended
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in [48]. These settings are, by no means, universal. Refer to [65] for some
practical guidelines on DNN hyperparameter selection.
We use the Python library tensorflow to write scripts for training our
DNN surrogates. For the purpose of reproducibility, the NumPy pseudo-
random number generator seed is fixed. The code to replicate all the results
in this paper will be made available at https://github.com/rohitkt10/
deep-uq-paper upon publication of this manuscript.
3.5. Results
Fig. 7 shows a heatmap of λ and optimal validation error RS over
the grid of the structure parameters. We observe that for the chosen grid,
the optimal structure parameter is found to be S∗ = (7, 2) and λ∗(7,2) =
1.043× 10−7. Fig. 8 shows GP surrogate response for − logR as a function
of log λ, for S = (7, 2). Observe, from Fig. 8 that there is a dense clustering
of the ’x’ markers around the optimum, indicating the convergence of the
sequential optimization process.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: 7(a) - Heatmap of λ∗S over the grid G. 7(b) - Heatmap of RS over the grid G.
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Figure 8: Gaussian process surrogate generated during BGO. We maximize the negative of the validation
error R as a function of the logarithm of the regularization parameter, λ.
The quality of the DNN predictions are evaluated based on the following
relative error metric:
E(aˆ) = ‖uˆDNN − uˆFV‖F‖uˆFV‖F , (32)
where, ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm. uˆFV and uˆDNN are the FVM PDE
solution and the DNN prediction of the PDE solution corresponding to
the realization aˆ of the diffusion field. We also check the coefficient of
determination, (also known as the R2 score), which is defined as:
R2 = 1−
∑1024
k=1 (uˆFV,k − uˆDNN,k)2∑1024
k=1 (uˆFV − u¯FV)2
, (33)
where, k indexes all the FV cell centers, uˆFV,k and uˆDNN,k are the FV
solution and DNN predicted solution at the kth cell center respectively,
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and u¯FV is the mean of uˆFV. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the DNN
predicted PDE solution solution corresponding to a few randomly chosen
realizations of the diffusion field from Dtest. We observe that the relative
error as reported on the headers of the predicted fields in Fig. 9 are less
than 0.1 and the R2 scores close to 0.99, which implies that the predicted
solution from the DNN matches the true very closely. We also note that
the PDE solution predicted by the DNN is ‘smoother’ than the FV solution
of the PDE. This effects gets more pronounced when the lengthscales of
the input diffusion field are smaller. The smoothness is a consequence of
regularizing the DNN loss function. Fig. 10 shows the histograms of E and
R2 scores for all samples in Dtest. Note that all testing of the predictive
capacity of the network is done using the test set Dtest because the Dtrain
and Dval have already been used during the training and model selection
phase.
3.6. Predictions at arbitrary lengthscales
Having constructed a DNN surrogate for the FV solution of the PDE,
we would like to test predictive accuracy for samples of aˆ with lengthscales
which are not used to generate the dataset D. A 10 × 10 uniform grid of
lengthscales is generated in the domain [h, 1]2, and for each lengthscale, 100
observations of the diffusion field and it’s corresponding PDE solution are
generated. The mean of the relative errors and mean of the R2 scores for
each lengthscale pair in this uniform grid is computed and shown in Fig.
11. We observe that even when the input field has lengthscales that do not
match the lengthscales used for training, we are able to predict the solution
with accuracy similar to that obtained during testing with samples from
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Dtest. This suggests that DNN surrogate is learning to map the ‘picture’
of the input field to the corresponding output. Note that the accuracy of
the DNN decreases for diffusion fields with very fine lengthscales. This is
consistent with the intuitive expectation that the less “variation” in the
structure of the diffusion field, the easier it is characterize the function that
maps the input to the solution.
3.7. Uncertainty Propagation
Having constructed a DNN surrogate that maps the input diffusion coef-
ficient of the PDE in Eq. 27 and verified its accuracy, we use this surrogate
to solve a UP problem. This surrogate is generalizable for arbitrary choices
of the lengthscale of the input diffusion field. We consider the following 2
different choices of input lengthscales for propagating uncertainty -
1. Case 1: `x = 0.1 and `y = 0.5.
2. Case 2: `x = 0.05 and `y = 0.15.
In each case, we draw 105 samples from the corresponding input distri-
bution and estimate the following output statistics from the DNN surrogate
predictions:
1. Mean of uˆ.
2. Variance of uˆ.
3. Probability density of the PDE solution at x1 = (0.484, 0.484) and
x2 = (0.328, 0.641).
The comparison between DNN surrogate approximation of the above quan-
tities and their corresponding MCS approximations, for cases 1 and 2, are
shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. The relative error and R2 scores between
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the DNN surrogate and the MCS approximations of the mean and standard
deviations are shown in Tab. 1. We note that the mean PDE solution from
Mean Standard deviation
Case E R2 E R2
1 0.01174 0.99944 0.06565 0.96446
2 0.01080 0.99953 0.07035 0.95105
Table 1: Relative error and R2 scores in the mean and variance of the PDE solution for two different
choices of spatial lengthscale pairs.
the DNN surrogate matches that from the MCS sampling very closely in
both cases. The error in the standard deviation, while reasonably low, is
increased because of the tendency of the DNN to ‘smooth out’ the solution
as discussed earlier. This is why we see a somewhat larger relative error
for case 2, where the smaller lengthscales of the diffusion coefficient lead to
PDE solutions that are inherently less smooth than the larger lengthscales
of case 1.
4. Conclusion
We propose a methodology for learning DNN surrogate models for un-
certainty quantification based on a parameterization of the DNN structure,
such that the DNN is a composition of an encoder and one-layer MLP. Our
parameterization lends the DNN surrogate the interpretation of recovering
a nonlinear active subspace. We use a combination of grid search and BGO
to select model hyperparameters, namely, the number of hidden layers, L,
the width of the AS, h, and the weight decay regularization constant, λ.
We demonstrate our methodology with a UP problem in elliptic SPDE with
uncertain diffusion coefficient, and learn a surrogate which maps a ‘picture’
of the discretized version of the coefficient to the PDE solution. Further-
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more, we demonstrated that the DNN surrogate can effectively predict the
solution of the PDE, even for diffusion fields with lengthscales that are not
used for training the network.
This work is an early step towards using deep learning to create surrogate
models for high dimensional UQ tasks. UQ for state-of-the-art computa-
tional simulators are notoriously difficult because of the prohibitive time
span for individual simulations. One can extend the methodology proposed
in this work to a Bayesian treatment of DNNs[70], i.e., imposing a prior
on the weights of the NN and using approximate inference techniques such
as variational inference[71, 72] to estimate the posterior distribution over
the weights. Additionally, the Bayesian approach would allow one to better
quantify the epistemic uncertainty induced by limited data.
DNNs are also naturally suited for tasks for multilevel/multifidelity UQ
[73, 74, 75]. For instance, fully convolutional networks do not impose con-
straints on input dimensionality and can be trained on data obtained from
several simulators at varying levels of fidelity. The hierarchical representa-
tion of information with a deep network can be used to learn correlations
between heterogeneous information sources.
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Figure 9: Comparisons of DNN prediction of the PDE solution to that correct solution for 4 randomly
chosen test examples. The left column shows the input diffusion field, the middle column shows the FV
solution of the PDE and the right column shows the solution of the PDE predicted by the DNN.
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(a) (b)
Figure 10: 10(a) - Histogram of relative errors, E, for all examples in the test data set. 10(b) - Histogram
of the R2 scores for all examples in the test data set.
(a) (b)
Figure 11: 11(a) - Mean relative errors of the predicted solution corresponding to samples of a with
arbitrary pairs of lengthscales not used in the DNN training. 11(b) - Mean R2 scores of the predicted
solutions corresponding to samples of a with arbitrary pairs of lengthscales not used in the DNN training.
The ’x’ markers correspond to lengthscales used in training the DNN and the solid dots correspond to
lengthscales used to test the DNN surrogate.
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: Mean and standard deviation of the PDE solution obtained by MC sampling of the DNN
surrogate. In each sub figure the left column shows the MCS approximation and the right column shows
the DNN approximation. The top half compares the mean of the solution and the bottom half compares
the standard deviation. 12(a) - Case 1: `x = 0.1 and `y = 0.5. 12(b) - Case 2: `x = 0.05 and `y = 0.15.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 13: 13(a) and 13(b) - Density of PDE solution at x1 for cases 1 and 2 respectively. 13(c) and
13(d) - Density of PDE solution at x2 for cases 1 and 2 respectively.
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